
          April 16, 2022 
 To the Brimfield Board of Zoning Appeals:  
 
We are writing to address several items regarding the variance request pertaining to Walden Pointe 
Phase II and the applicant’s attorney’s emails and letters to the BZA. We would also like to point out that 
the letters, opinions and signatures from the 10/21 BZA meeting still apply. The general consensus is 
that no one in the area, extending well beyond Walden Pointe, wants more over-development. The area 
has become overcrowded and too congested. We also take issue with the below: 
 
Mr. Ockner (attorney) states in email dated 3/31/22: While it is not binding on the BZA, I would hope 
that that my clients’ having labored to come up with a plan that is acceptable to those who objected 
at the 10/2021 BZA meeting would be well-received by the BZA especially in light of the other grounds 
for reconsideration in my 12/15/2021 letter. 
The residents of Walden Pointe have NOT deemed this acceptable. While we believe this is improved 
from previous versions, the overwhelming majority do not agree a variance should be granted. There 
were also many residents in neighboring areas on Meloy, Cline, Sugar Maple Hills, etc. who are against 
this variance. Most of those residents, outside of Walden Pointe, are under the assumption the variance 
was denied, not knowing the minutes were “tabled”, and no notice was mailed of the revised variance.  
 
Mr. Ockner states in his letter dated 12/15/21:  
 
Under paragraph marked “Second”: Pride One advised that there has been no construction within the 
Walden Allotment since 2007. There are 15 homes in Walden Pointe, with 11 of the 15 being built after 
2007. 
 
Under paragraph marked “Fourth”: Walden 1 was approved 16 years ago. As we all know, the housing 
market, economic conditions, costs of labor and materials, and other circumstances have changed 
substantially since Walden 1 was approved. Those conditions no longer support a development 
consistent with Walden 1. Monetary reasons aren't considered a hardship for a variance. We also have 
multiple emails addressing the “economics” don’t work to follow current zoning from the landowner.  
 
Also, under paragraph marked “Fourth”: Some of the physical conditions which contribute to Pride 
One’s need for a variance are set forth in the November 4, 2021 report of the Portage County Regional 
Planning Commission planning staff on the Walden 2 proposal. They include soils, wetlands, and 
topography. Once again, this reasoning includes economics, as none of these conditions listed stop 
them from following current zoning regulations. It only stops them from building more homes.  
 
Also, under paragraph marked “Fourth”: There was also testimony that 15 feet of separation between 
buildings is “now the norm for developers in all nearby cities.” This testimony was by Mr. Wohlwend, 
who was representing the applicant. This was also quickly rebutted by Mr. Philips that you can’t 
compare Brimfield to Cuyahoga Falls, etc. due to density.  
 
Under paragraph marked “Fifth”: Walden 2 is located next to only a handful of lots in Walden 1. The 
owners of lots in Walden 1 need not travel past any of the lots in Walden 2 to get to their homes, or  



to leave them. While this is true, this is still no reason for a variance. It also leaves out the fact that we 
do live here and can see the construction. We will be directly affected by the traffic, construction 
vehicles, noise, etc.  
 
Under paragraph marked “Sixth”: denial of the variance threatens the economic viability of the land 
which Walden 2 is proposed to be developed. There has been little if any construction in Walden 
Pointe for almost 15 years. The changes in economic and regulatory conditions, the changes in real 
estate and housing markets, and conditions inherent in the property in Walden 2 warrant approval of 
the requested variance. We do not believe there is legitimate basis for denying it. Without the 
variance, moreover, Walden 2 may have no viable economic use which could amount to a taking of 
that land for which Brimfield Township would be constitutionally required to pay just compensation. 
Once again, almost all the homes were built after this timeframe, which has already been addressed. It 
is also pointed out again that economics is the reasoning. This does not take away the economic viability 
of the land. It only prohibits all involved from making even larger profits.  
 
We would like the variance, once and for all, denied.  
 
Regards,  
 

Walden Pointe HOA below named residents: 

 

John & Christy Call       4929 Walden Drive 

Nicole Thornton-Mclean      4937 Walden Drive 

Ryan & Brandi Roberts       4943 Walden Drive 

Tony Ventura        4951 Walden Drive 

Ken & Jenelle Peach       2215 Dorchester Drive 

James & Terri Ahmad       2221 Dorchester Drive 

Jason & Molly Barber       2237 Dorchester Drive 

Mark Ollom        2241 Dorchester Drive  

David Lyon        2250 Dorchester Drive 

Jasmine Pennino       2234 Dorchester Drive 

Chad & Keri Kralik       2226 Dorchester Drive 

Dawn Carpenter       2218 Dorchester Drive 

Peter Hannagan        2212 Dorchester Drive 

Stephanie Elton        2194 Dorchester Drive 


